
Synopses:- 
 
Esgairmwyn: (Not received) 
 
Silver & Zinc: Dillwyn & Co.: 
Research into the operations of the specialist silver and zinc smelters in Swansea, 
Dillwyn & Co. The company was treating argentiferous blende from the Pont Pean Mine, 
south of Rennes (Illes et Vilaine - France) but they smelted zinc ores from Lisburne 
Mines. The managing partner (Evan Richards) had clear connections with Cardiganshire 
and suggested that the opening of their new Llansamlet Spelter Works in 1866 was linked 
to the smelting of ores from the county. 
 
Alfred Williams: 
Alfred Williams was born in Oswestry in 1871. After pioneering geophysical prospection 
in partnership with Leo Daft, Alfred filed a patent in 1914 with his son, Leo Daft 
Williams, entitled 'Improved Contrivance for Automatically Detecting the Presence of 
Certain Gases and Vapours' in mines and other places. This appears to be the first patent 
of a firedamp detector. After extensive testing a commercial model was manufactured 
and approved by the 'Miners Lamp Committee'. The Williams Methanometer took its 
electrical supply from an electric safety lamp and was capable of estimating small 
percentages of mine methane with considerable accuracy. It was the forerunner to later 
models that worked on the same principle. This short paper details a long forgotten stage 
in mine gas detection. 
 
Rediscovering the lead, zinc and silver production of north-east Wales: 
Recent research has thrown new light on the production of lead, zinc and silver ores in 
north-east Wales, particularly in the period before official statistics of production begin in 
1845. A major source is the records of the Grosvenor estate, which include royalty 
accounts beginning in 1640. From 1733 they provide almost continuous accounts of 
individual mine royalties and have, surprisingly, highlighted the major importance of 
previously obscure mines. Other information has been obtained from the past production 
estimates made by Halkyn District United Mines in the 1930s. Using all these various 
records an estimate has been made of the total orefield production in the years before 
1845. The second part outlines evidence for silver production in the area from Roman 
times onwards, and considers the remarkable eighteenth-century output of silver by the 
London Lead Co and others. Silver production figures, although incomplete, suggest that 
some mines may have been significantly richer than previously thought. 
 
An Archaeological Exploration of the Mines within the Strata Florida Domain: 
The former Abbey domain area of Strata Florida is presently portrayed and marketed as 
an unspoilt area of outstanding natural beauty. However, this area is, in truth, a heavily 
industrialised landscape which has been exploited for its mineral content as far back as 
the Bronze Age. The aim of my research is the formation of a balanced chronology of 
metal mining within the original Strata Florida Domain, part of which will be the 
outlining of my interpretation of the archaeology of the mines adjacent to Strata Florida 
Abbey. This paper will explain how I formed these interpretations by using various types 



of non-intrusive site surveys and intrusive archaeological excavation. I believe that by 
using archaeological, anthropological and ethnographic approaches a holistic study of a 
mining community, focusing particularly on the villages around Strata Florida can build a 
coherent history of mining and its effect on the people who lived within the Strata Florida 
area. 
 
Features of interest at four small lead mines near Pontrhydfendigaid: 
The Caron, Bendigaid (and, extending westward, Brynhope), Cwm Mawr and Abbey 
Consols Mines lie close to Pontrhydfendigaid in central east Ceredigion, the village close 
to the site of the Cistercian Monastery at Strata Florida. In exploring each site, existing 
and new source material is examined and evaluated, anomalies in earlier findings 
identified, with a view to seeking an explanation for, and an understanding of, the 
evolution and development of each mine. The manner in which each mine is dealt with 
reflects the differing source material; Caron - of which little was known, Bendigaid - no 
place for a mine, Abbey Consols - an old mining site where some sources conflict, and 
Cwm Mawr where new findings require explanation. 
 
A re-examination of the Brynyrafr Mine: (Not received) 
 
Where Fenton went underground; the Caerffynnon coal trials: 
The coal trials lie in the Nod Glas Formation (Ordovician), a pyritous mudrock made 
'coal black' by finely divided carbonaceous material. They were driven in the very early 
nineteenth century and logged in detail in 1910 when plans were made in conjunction 
with exploration for slate. These plans are published and discussed for the first time. The 
trials, and the problem of a source for a nearby chalybeate spring, highlight uncertainties 
in the geological mapping of the area. 


